Toward Application of Blockchain for Improved Health Records Management and Patient Care
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Technological advancements have proven to be indispensable for improving patient care, yet they continue to present a host of problems. One of the most pressing concerns is how to improve quality of care while controlling costs. Beyond clinical care, one plausible solution is to share patient information freely and efficiently. Hospitals and clinics may share data internally, but external information sharing remains an issue. Despite the digitization of medical records, there remains a lack of adequate computing infrastructure or unwillingness to share data among providers. Care quality often suffers as a result. Implementing a type of peer-to-peer distributed digital technology, known as a blockchain, to record and transmit transactional data could be a solution to these concerns. Originally, blockchain was developed to record cryptocurrency transactions. However, as blockchain technologies have matured and adopted across dissimilar industries, the feasibility of possible applications of blockchain technology in healthcare is getting more attention. This article explores possible opportunities of adoption of blockchain technology to improve patient data security, privacy, and care while outlining the challenges that practitioners may encounter.

This article focuses on application of blockchain technologies to address issues in electronic health records and patient care, including cost savings, security, and fraud prevention.

Within the last decade, in the United States, there has been a technological revolution within the healthcare community through adoption of electronic health records (EHRs). Two bills were passed in 2009 that ushered in a new era in healthcare. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) and, within ARRA,
the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, were monumental for the advancement of healthcare. HITECH set aside nearly $27 billion over the course of 10 years\textsuperscript{1,2,3} in incentives and set forth the Meaningful Use criteria, which focused on the optimization of electronic medical records (EMRs) through improved care quality, efficiency, and error prevention. In addition, providers were to digitize their medical records and implement EMRs through meaningful use or risk of losing their Medicaid and Medicare reimbursement.\textsuperscript{1,2} The intention of Meaningful Use was to improve information exchanges among providers.\textsuperscript{4}

HITECH mandated that the Office of the National Coordinator (ONC) for Health Information Technology should create an infrastructure for a nationwide health information exchange that allowed for the flow of health information electronically.\textsuperscript{5} While EMRs streamlined records, the caveat was that these often were contained in a single health system.\textsuperscript{5} Record transmittal to the next point of care was not always guaranteed without a reciprocity agreement in place.\textsuperscript{6}

This breakdown in communication was one of the unforeseen shortcomings of the HITECH Act. However, the 21st Century Cures Act supported HITECH by defining and setting expectations for information sharing. A survey of health information exchange organizations revealed that more than 170 regional health information organizations did not meet the criteria for the comprehensive health information exchange.\textsuperscript{5} This cross-system information exchange is referred to as interoperability. The issue plaguing the healthcare community is how to seamlessly share these data.

Currently, EHR programs are a profitable business. For example, if a facility that chooses to use Epic’s EHR wishes to modify or integrate features into their system, that facility must pay for the service,\textsuperscript{7,8,9} as Epic maintains complete control over customization of their EHR program and charges to modify it.\textsuperscript{8} Every healthcare facility or system has the freedom of choice with EHRs. Perhaps, it is the intersection of choice coupled with protectionist policies by EHR developers that make interoperability a difficult task.\textsuperscript{8,9,10} This could have been avoided through a common data standard in conjunction with the HITECH Act.

As medicine rapidly advances, healthcare information technology (HIT) struggles to provide effective and affordable solutions to interoperability. Multiple resolutions are available to solve the issue of interoperability, but require cooperation of stakeholders. A functional and stable program that is lightweight, easy to operate, and relatively quick to implement might be met with less resistance and greater adoption by healthcare providers. Cloud-based data storage and sharing have promise, but questions of security limit desirability.\textsuperscript{11,12,13}

Blockchain technology would bridge the communication gaps between disparate EHR systems.\textsuperscript{2,9,14} It is more secure than cloud, no single entity controls information, and it is relatively simple to implement.\textsuperscript{8}

**BLOCKCHAIN**

A blockchain is a distributed ledger or an unchangeable (immutable) record of transactions.
Blockchain is a utility that other programs are built on (see Figure 1).

While there are many different models of blockchain and distributed ledgers available, this article will focus on Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Hyperledger. These three models were chosen for their maturity level and popularity.

Bitcoin is the most mature blockchain platform. Bitcoin uses a public and permission-less distributed ledger. Hashes on blocks on the chain are verified through proof of work, a resource- and time-intensive consensus algorithm. To ensure security, the consensus of 51% of nodes is needed to verify a hash. Once a hash is verified, it is added to the chain and the original node is awarded a token. A token can be whatever the chain values, such as cryptocurrency. Each block is built on the preceding block and is added to the ledger, thus creating the blockchain.

The Ethereum chain is next most mature technology. The Ethereum chain is public and utilizes Ether as a token. Ethereum uses a proof-of-stake consensus protocol. In proof-of-stake, validators vote on proposed blocks based on the size of their stake in the chain. All Ethereum transactions utilize coding scripts to execute specified functions automatically. These are known as smart contracts. The advent of smart contracts added immense value and versatility to the Ethereum chain.

Hyperledger is the last model of blockchain. It can be either a permissioned, private, or public blockchain. Hyperledger was developed by the Linux Foundation with input from respected industry leaders such as IBM and Intel, and aimed at cross-ledger transactions. Hyperledger Fabric uses its own version of smart contracts known as chain code, but does not use a cryptocurrency as a token. Hyperledger is becoming the blockchain of choice in healthcare due to versatility, configurable consensus protocol, and multiple offerings to suit consumer needs.

**INTEROPERABILITY**

Interoperability is the ability of two or more systems to share healthcare data for use by recipients. Noninteroperability hinders cost...
and quality of patient care. Without access to complete records to fully understand a patient’s history, providers waste time and resources. According to the ONC for Health Information Technology, a functional system should include the following: a secure network infrastructure, verification of identity and authentication of all participants, and consistent proof of authorization of electronic health records.\textsuperscript{5,17} However, no EHR was chosen nor a requirement for interoperability was mandated by the US federal government.

Because of legislation passed at the federal level with little strategic planning, healthcare providers at the local level adopted EHRs ad hoc to meet meaningful use. This lack of foresight coupled with a disinterest in active record management by patients has further complicated interoperability.\textsuperscript{10}

If issues hindering interoperability were resolved, it could result in cost reductions\textsuperscript{10} through allowing complete data to be accessed, thus improving clinical workflow.\textsuperscript{18,19} In many care settings, patient records are only obtained through telecommunications by a doctor, nurse, or the patient.\textsuperscript{15} Rather than spending the time looking for records, clinicians often reorder tests to save time!\textsuperscript{20} According to a survey conducted by KLAS Research, only 6\% of clinicians found that information from other organizations was easy to obtain without interrupting their workflow, and fewer than one-third said they could access data from other EHRs easily.\textsuperscript{15}

Noninteroperability makes utilizing new technologies difficult moving forward.\textsuperscript{21} This is a direct result of market competition. Often, providers must join multiple networks with differing interfaces due to a lack of integration or cross-system communication.\textsuperscript{20} This results in increased costs to maintain multiple vendor interfaces.

Blockchain is a viable alternative method for data sharing that offers a complete source of data. Currently, the foundational, structural, and semantic levels of interoperability are fraught with interpretation issues. The foundational level of interoperability is the most basic in which a cache of medical records is sent (pushed) from one provider to another.\textsuperscript{15} It is assumed that the recipient of the data received it intact and can interpret it correctly.\textsuperscript{15,18,22} There is no accountability with this method.\textsuperscript{15} If the interfaces do not communicate through common data models, then the data are not usable. At the structural level, records are pulled between two systems where data structures are defined.\textsuperscript{15,18,22} In this scenario, there is no audit trail between systems,\textsuperscript{15,18,22} which allows for duplicate record requests and poses a security risk. At this level, the information is available, but not readily. Semantic is the highest level of interoperability. This would be the paramount model of effective communication. Providers would be able to view and pull the most accurate data without necessarily having an established relationship.\textsuperscript{18,22}

Blockchain users would instantly achieve semantic interoperability. The data would be readily available for viewing using a distributed ledger. Healthcare providers could have coherent collaborative records without the cost of reconciling differing EHR interfaces.\textsuperscript{15}

Blockchain could improve continuity of care by granting patients greater access to their own health records. Active involvement in the management of their healthcare data could encourage a healthier lifestyle through putting the patient at the center of their own care.\textsuperscript{2,20} It would impart an unprecedented level of knowledge and power to the patient. Historically, patients were not able to revoke a provider’s access to their records. Theoretically, a record was the possession of that provider permanently.\textsuperscript{15,18}
This resulted in fragmentation of data and increased the chances of security breaches.18 Blockchain puts the power of sharing squarely in the hands of the patient using permissions. This allows the patient, not the provider, to decide who had access to their data and when.2,15,18 This concept is known as identity management.

Identity management places the patient at the center of their care. The primary tenet of patient-centered care is that all services are geared toward the requirements of the patient. Today, most healthcare workflows are geared toward the clinician.23 Although it sounds elementary, patient-centered care is a no small task.

With the use of permissioned blockchains, entire records would not be stored in the chain due to current restrictions on block size. Instead, records could be accessed through metadata or through pointers to off-chain secure storage.24 This would improve security and increase efficiency by eliminating the need to hunt for records. Efficacy is becoming an important cost control measure, as healthcare costs account for 17.9% of the gross national product in the United States, and continues to rise.3

ENHANCED EHR SECURITY WITH BLOCKCHAIN
As EHRs were adopted, providers were suddenly inundated with digital data. To focus more on patients and less on data management, most facilities store patient health information in a cloud rather than in file rooms.25 Although they are convenient, not all clouds meet the same standards of security.25 Due to a lack of security standards, 43% of security breaches in the United States are related to health data. These attacks originate both internally and externally.25 Every human touchpoint is a potential security risk. To ensure patient privacy, Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) was established in 1996.25 Despite revisions and updates, HIPAA cannot fully address the rapid advances in technology. Any database or software can be used if it is HIPAA compliant despite security risks.

Blockchain could revolutionize security through decentralization of data across a shared platform, all while maintaining security14 through audit trails of access authorization.26 On a blockchain, records tampering would be immediately evident through mismatch between ledgers. It is believed that blockchain could eliminate ransomware and protect patient privacy2 beyond the current HIPAA requirements.

Permissioned blockchains would allow patients to control access to their records using digital keys (or asymmetric key cryptography that uses public and private key pairs). Everyone participating in the blockchain would have a private and a public key that would be cryptographically connected.4 The public key would be available to view by everyone on the chain, but access to any identifying data would be limited to those utilizing the corresponding private key (the patient or authorized provider).4,11,14 Patients could set up special permission scenarios using smart contracts.11

Security would be strengthened through the transparency of the public ledger as well. Without a centralized database, it is difficult to falsify or alter records. This would hold patients and providers accountable and discourage altering records.27 Because a blockchain can update in near real time, the data would always be current. This could prevent human error from fewer interactions with data.26,28

Building off hashes makes the chain more secure, thus making blockchains resistant to attacks.28 To be successful, hackers would have to attack
the target and every subsequent block built off it simultaneously to avoid any detection. This is cost prohibitive as well as a major challenge for hackers.

**COST SAVINGS**

Just as the mechanization improved efficiency and reduced cost of production during the industrial revolution, similar cost savings could be available within healthcare. If the healthcare industry took full advantage of all available technological capabilities, trillions of dollars of efficiency could be possible through improving access to data and patients. McKinsey & Company conducted a study, which concluded that more than $300 billion could be saved per year by using already available siloed data. By leveraging current technology data could be readily accessible, and the doctor–patient connection could be greatly improved through reliable patient histories and improved communication.

Because blockchains do not depend on third-party goods and services, the savings are immediate and require very little effort on the part of the provider. Doctors would no longer have to pay for hard copy record storage or file rooms and would require fewer administrative staff. The cost of cloud computing, for example, is heavily reliant on the fees associated with the services. It is also the cost of performance issues, process bottlenecks around data transfers, and the risk of the having to revert to in-house data storage due to the volatility of a third-party business model. This uncertainty could impede productivity within a hospital or clinic. Blockchain technology would allow healthcare providers to focus on their patients and worry less about availability and organization of data. Ideally, a combination of cloud-based storage and blockchain technology would allow for stable and fully digitized records management while requiring less human administration. A reduction in staff would not be possible without automation. A revolutionary aspect of blockchain technology is the availability of automation through smart contracts. Blockchains are versatile and can be combined with other technologies to allow for previously human-intensive activities like claims adjudication to be done automatically by using smart contracts. Smart contracts allow a programmable blockchain to blossom. Smart contracts are programmed to always function in the same manner and therefore can be trusted to perform exactly as specified. This results in fewer transactions being blocked due to disagreements between systems. Automation allows for fewer administrative staff, thus saving significant amounts of money. Practices in the United States spent $70 billion on paperwork alone in 2012, while hospitals spent $74 billion. Smart contracts translate to less human interaction, which reduces cost of doing business and limits the possibility of data being lost, sold, or stolen.

**DECREASE FRAUD**

While rapid claims processing is important for revenue, to have an accurate claim the information must accurate. In 2016 alone, Medicare lost $30 million to fraud. Approximately 50% of fraud is from superfluous billing or charging for services never rendered. Currently, it is difficult to know where and when an order originated due to differing data storage practices between EHRs. The basic functionality of blockchain technology makes fraud very difficult. To defraud is a covert operation. Blockchain would alleviate the burden of proving fraud through transparent, immutable records. Because each transaction is a record of who did what and on what date.

The transparency of blockchain could also help address drug-seeking behaviors by patients through a record of access and transactions.
Without the ability to view treatment information and histories, healthcare providers have little defense against “doctor shopping” by patients seeking prescriptions for controlled substances.\textsuperscript{22,33}

The proof of concept blockchain Nuco (a founding member and director of the Enterprise Ethereum Alliance) is working to combat prescription drug abuse through a system of accountability.\textsuperscript{20} Upon prescribing an opiate, a randomized machine-readable code is issued to that prescription to function as a specific identifier, which is associated with an information block that includes data such as the drug name, quantity, and the fully anonymized identity of the patient as well as when it was prescribed.\textsuperscript{20} This allows for accountability without stigma. Blockchains would make a lasting impact on the opiate crisis through responsible prescribing and accountability. This would help patients who need pain relief without the fear of contributing to abuse. The use of a blockchain could clearly illustrate when, where, and how many opiates were prescribed to the patient or by a physician. Accountability could discourage doctor shopping as well as overprescribing.

**BLOCKCHAIN ADOPTION CHALLENGES**

Challenges facing blockchain include interoperability, scalability, vulnerability, security of patient data, data ownership, and information blocking.

**Interoperability**

Questions persist regarding interoperability. For example, will providers be on the same blockchain? Will it be public or private? Will each patient have their own personalized private blockchain? However, multiple models of digital ledgers create a new interoperability issue. Technologies are burgeoning; allowing communication cross-chain and off-chain open communication is still a work in progress.\textsuperscript{34} Even with blockchain, the data structure issue persists between private and public chains.\textsuperscript{21} Heterogeneous structures pose challenges for effective communication and data analysis.\textsuperscript{21} For any model, data would be cryptographically secure, irrevocable, and easily exchanged.\textsuperscript{22}

Currently, the capacity for storage within a blockchain is limited. The technology is not advanced enough to accommodate large files, so storing multitudes of complete medical records is not possible.\textsuperscript{34} Private blockchains could address privacy and security issues, but they bring new risks of vendor lock-in and not utilizing the same open standards for data exchange.\textsuperscript{17} Without an agreed upon coding standard, the same issues that currently plague interoperability would transfer to the blockchain.

**Scalability**

As previously mentioned, blockchain would have to function as an index due to issues with scalability. “The factors influencing scalability are bit rate, the frequency of monitoring and transmission, and the amount of information transmitted per patient.”\textsuperscript{35} If healthcare records utilized the Bitcoin blockchain, every node on the chain would have a copy of the ledger, which would not only cause issues with latency and block size limits, but also bring questions of security to light.\textsuperscript{17,36} In addition, throughput is limited in the number of transactions and computing power of a node to increase efficiency of transaction processing.\textsuperscript{22} The existing infrastructure of blockchain focuses on security and integrity over scalability and plasticity so addressing lag due to volumes of transactions would be difficult.\textsuperscript{29} Also, each node would have a copy of every patient record stored on the chain across the country—a concept that is neither currently feasible nor secure.
What is possible is to use permissioned or private blockchains that utilize scalable data repositories called data lakes to store records off chain. Data lakes would allow more functionality such as interactive queries, text mining, and machine learning. Data lakes would be maintained and located at point of origin (provider nodes), assuming providers already function on secure networks. All records would be cryptographically signed to guarantee authenticity and file integrity.

**Vulnerability**

Blockchains are still vulnerable to malfunction and human errors. The decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) attack proved that blockchain is not unassailable. DAO is a system that exists on the Ethereum blockchain whose processes can be modified if certain criteria encoded in a smart contract are met. The DAO was a crowd-funded initiative that allowed investors to vote on and potentially invest in project proposals by startups on the chain. Quickly, $168 million in ether was amassed from potential investors. Hackers were able to siphon off $50 million in ether simply by exploiting a flaw in the code of the smart contract. Codes originate from humans and therefore are subject to human error and exploitation by proxy.

Even beyond the blockchain itself, vulnerabilities exist. In any situation, a reliance on the security of the originating EHR or personal computer would be unavoidable. Blockchains are not antiviral in nature, thus systems are still open to ransomware attacks. Up to 43% of system attacks were carried out from within the system, while 27% was due to external attacks such as hacking and ransomware.

The risk for security breaches only grows as the chain ages. Without proper maintenance of code used to implement the chain, the chain becomes more vulnerable to attacks. Furthermore, the encryption used could be exploited and leave any information open for decryption. To combat this, a third party would have to audit the system; this defeats the purpose of the public blockchain. It would be more accurate to say that blockchains are resistant to tampering rather than completely secure or tamper proof.

**Security of patient data**

The primary concern with sensitive data is responsible handling and security. On a public blockchain records would be disseminated across every node without cryptographic signatures; data would be available for anyone to access. Due to the immutable nature of the blockchain, all data attached to the blockchain would remain open to indefinite public viewing. Thus, the lack of security due to uncontrolled access not only makes the Bitcoin blockchain inappropriate, but it would also be noncompliant with HIPAA standards for handling protected health information (PHI).

Any public blockchain that stored patient records would have to insure complete privacy. This could be accomplished by using pseudonyms, but this does not guarantee complete anonymity. Connections could still be drawn about the identity of the patient from the metadata of another node. This is a direct violation of HIPAA, which expressly states that all PHI must be expunged from all medical data before sharing.

**Data ownership**

HIPAA states that patients own their data and should have unfettered access to them. Compliance aside, many systems feel they own the data because it originated with them and any patient ownership is negligible. In traditional models, patients are not able to revoke access to
their records. Thus, data are siloed and hoarded for permanent possession. A patient may see many different doctors over their lifetime. If every provider feared to share data due to losing competitive advantage or decreasing patient retention, the resulting data fragmentation could leave the data vulnerable to attack. HIPAA is counterintuitive to interoperability. It states that as little information as possible should be shared to protect patient data while still conveying the methods of care. This sum of the refusal or reluctance to share data is known as information blocking.

**Information blocking**

Information blocking has been defined by law to be “any practice that ... is likely to interfere with, prevent or materially discourage access, exchange or use of electronic health information.” Proving intent to keep information (information blocking) is difficult to prove. Being greedy with data is not limited to systems; 49% of providers surveyed stated that EHRs routinely block information through intentionally limiting interoperability, charging high fees for exchanges, and making third party access difficult or impossible. Blockchain could combat information blocking by making patients the stewards of their own records, but de-soling data may prove difficult.

In 2016, the Cures Act became law, which directed the ONC to create a framework of rules and enforcement agencies to prevent information blocking. Included in the legislation was the ability to wager stiff penalties for instances of information blocking, up to 1 million per violation.

In a time where data are capital, EHR vendors are routinely opaque in their practices. Huge competition exists within the EHR market. EHR vendors gain more revenue through guarding information and charging systems to modify it so much so that the vendors are oftentimes more likely to engage in blocking. Without a log to understand when and how this happens, it is difficult to prove the information was knowingly blocked. Blockchain could change that, but would require cooperation from vendors.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

While many functions of healthcare can be streamlined using technology, fragmentation and data transference have not been resolved in the United States. The combination of resistance, lack of mandates, and outdated HIPAA guidelines mean there is very little movement toward interoperability. While blockchain technology could revolutionize or at least improve interoperability, the technology is still not fully developed.

Issues of scalability and privacy mean that developing platforms or useful applications are difficult. It is evident that within 10 years the blockchain technology will evolve to meet the needs of consumers. Just as the Internet evolved rapidly and changed communication, blockchain can grow to meet the needs of healthcare.

The versatility and simplicity in the concept of blockchain make it a very attractive answer to conundrums faced by businesses today. The promise of a transparent ledger seems so simple in concept, but in application it becomes difficult. Without government intervention to force interoperability it will take consumer demand to place pressure on the healthcare establishment to improve information sharing.

Blockchain technology in its current form will not be able to live up to its potential for record sharing. It will take time, focus, and more use cases to bring blockchain to the forefront of healthcare. Blockchain might be used successfully in healthcare globally before
it is able to be used on a large scale in the United States. The very ideas of governance and profitability that have driven the United States to be a superpower may be the biggest hindrance to the adoption and interoperability. Without HIPAA reform and/or improved data security surrounding privacy, governance will continue to stifle potential adoption. Similarly, without the cooperation of vendors who may risk the potential loss of profits, records may never make it to the blockchain to be shared.

Healthcare is a business, thus it strives to maintain a profit. Blockchain could help improve profits and improve the quality of care for patients through decreasing fraud and increasing savings for doctors.

As technology advances, more solutions to current problems will arise with blockchain. Currently, the three models of blockchain discussed in this article have very distinct advantages and disadvantages depending upon the situation. For example, the Bitcoin chain works well when privacy is not a concern. The Ethereum chain would be ideal for situations where automation is required. It is still not well suited for data storage and throughput may be an issue for large volumes of claims though. Hyperledger’s private design is more suited for PHI, but current limitations such as data silos and legal constraints make it difficult to implement.

The future of blockchain in healthcare is undeniably bright. As demand drives innovation, the current limitations can be overcome. To resolve current issues facing healthcare, it will take reconciliation between technologies such as blockchain, cloud storage, and emerging technologies to deliver higher quality patient-centered care. Currently, advances are being made in open sourced distributed ledgers that utilize different consensus protocols to verify transactions and improve verification time. These solutions allow for greater throughput and are more scalable; however, a more detailed explanation is beyond the scope of this article. The blockchain and distributed ledger transformation of healthcare are close, but nothing is achievable overnight and not without the effort of the healthcare community as a whole.
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